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#WORLDTBDAY

Source of data: TweetReachPro during March16-26 2015

2014 



@STOPTB

Source of data: TweetReachPro during March16-26 2015



REACH

 Total number of estimated unique Twitter users that tweets about the search term 
were delivered to. 

 Think of reach as the size of your maximum unique potential audience.

 Reach provides an understanding of the overall impact of your message or 
campaign. 

 A high reach indicates that a broad base of different users found your message 
interesting and spread it to their followers. It often means that multiple unrelated 
people found out about your campaign from sources outside of Twitter. 

 A lower reach means that your message is likely only being shared among a 
smaller group of people who may be more interrelated (e.g. people in the same 
geographic area).



EXPOSURE

 The total number of times tweets about the search term were delivered to Twitter 
streams, or the number of overall potential impressions generated. 



IMPRESSIONS 

 When we say "impression", we mean that a tweet has been delivered to the Twitter 
stream of a particular account. 

 Not everyone who receives a tweet will read it, so you should consider this a 
measure of potential impressions. 

 Actual impressions will likely be between 1% and 20% of your potential 
impressions.
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@ #

StopTB Impressions on 

#worldtbday

1.2M

WHO Impressions on 

#worldtbday

41M



ENGAGEMENT RATE: RETWEETS AND REPLIES, AVERAGE RETWEETS RATE



CONTRIBUTORS

 Such as contributors who have engaged the most with your content and generated 
the highest exposure. 







STAID INFORMATION ROCKS 



1. Infographics get maximum traction.

2. Link to influential contributors

3. Numbers are popular.

4. Aspirational tweets are great.

5. Photographs are popular.

6. Separate twitter handles/ hashtags for 

TB REACH & GDF?

7. Apologies on social media work

8. Pays to be transparent and honest



REAL-TIME CURATION


